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DAILY MESSAGE OF SAINT JOSEPH, TRANSMITTED IN THE CITY OF SANTA FE, ARGENTINA, TO
THE VISIONARY SISTER LUCÍA DE JESÚS

For the Spirit of Christ to awake in your hearts, you must truly look for it and learn with Him just as
Jesus day by day looked for the Father and with Him learned and grew in perfection.

Before acting, Jesus meditated and felt in His Heart the best way to do all things. There were no
superficialities in Him. There was no rule or common sense for His Actions: when dealing with
each creature that He would meet on His path, He searched in God for what they needed and, thus,
He acted under the Laws that are not from this world.

Human minds are tied to rules from this planet and close themselves when facing the so-called
contradictions, when God Himself, children, is a great contradiction for the human beings, because
He loves the imperfections of the beings, even when it seems that many walk with speed towards
the abyss, He never closes the doors to Heaven, in the hope that, even at the last moment of
perdition, the souls may look backwards and regret the path taken, giving themselves the
opportunity to return.

Is God a permanent contradiction, children, or is the human mind the one that is distant from Truth
and the Divine Laws?

God is Fair, but, at the same time, aspires to pour His Mercy, and facing the minimum movement of
the human heart, gives - to the indifferent and unfaithful ones - the best of His Kingdom.

To be able to become a Christ, you must love the way the Father acts and imitate Him in all things.
You must extirpate from your consciousnesses the permanent search for the mistakes of others, to
search in everything for the opportunity to be merciful.

I am not telling you that you will stop being fair, because the true Justice - that is not from this
world - is within the divine Love and only descends to Earth when the human beings choose to learn
through it.

Every learning of your hearts depends only on yourselves. Even though it may seem incoherent to
you, your paths are marked by you, and even God only observes you before acting.

The life of each one could be simpler, if you simply opened yourselves to unite to the Father.

Until today you do not know the power of Grace, and for not crying out for it you miss the
opportunity to live what for you is impossible and unreachable. Grace is in the Hands of the Father
ready to be shed, but the majority of the beings chooses to live in their impossibilities rather than to
transcend the human laws and to live in this world with all the potential that, in truth, they bear
inside themselves.

Many think that they do not reach Christification because they bring burdens from this life and from
other ones that they are not able to stand and wounds that have not been able to heal yet, and so it is,
but the power of Grace dissolves the weight of the past and closes the wounds of the heart. Also the
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Mercy of God is the greatest antidote of healing for the sick of spirit; but who cries out for it? Who
believes in the power of the Divine Mercy?

Children, the service of being a Christ balances not only the mistakes of your own past, but also of
entire civilizations of the Universe, and that is why you are here, in this world, at this time. That is
why everything is at your disposal for you to reach this goal, but if the power of your faith is not
greater than the limitations of the minds, you will always be tied up to yourselves and to the things
of this world, without being able to contemplate the Truth, and to be Truth itself.

Believe that it is needed that you be very strong for this, however you use more strength to resist
love than to surrender to it and to live it; you use more strength to keep your own will than to
surrender to the Will of God; you use more strength to keep yourselves in the illusion than to
discover the Truth, because the Truth no longer hides from anyone, only the one who clenches their
eyes in order not to find it does not see it. You are taking more strength, children, to press in the
hands the reins of your own life, believing your are controllers of yourselves and of the whole
existence.

Open your hands and allow yourselves to be guided. Open your hearts and lose the fear to love.
Recognize that you are ignorant and let yourselves be permeated by Truth. Recognize yourselves as
imperfect and do not judge the imperfections of your fellow being.

But also recognize yourselves as children of God - creatures with a unique possibility to unite to the
Father - and search for Him, find Him and live in Him. Search in Him for the answers, for the way
of being, thinking, feeling. In humility say, "Father, I am here." And wait to hear His Answer,
saying "Child, come to Me!".

Go to His Arms and, from there onward, start living and discover what Life truly is.

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


